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TO OUR VALUED CUSTOMER

o~--------------

We are pleased to present our REWARDS PROGRAM - a program that rewards you for your business
each month. Please see the following pages for an overview of rewards available.

HOW THIS WILL WORK

o~---------------

At the completion of each month, your monthly orders will be totalled as a dollar value to give the level
from which you can select a reward. Any discounts will be deducted from the monthly dollar value.
Your reward can be redeemed at the end of each month, or your orders can be accumulated over a three
month period and then redeemed (giving you a reward selection from a higher level). Take the time to
look at the rewards offered, make your selection and then fill out the online order form. When your
account is paid for the month(s) for which the reward is selected, your reward will be shipped to your
designated delivery address.
We would take this opportunity to thank you for your custom, and we look forward to rewarding your
ongoing business!

TERMS & CONDITIONS

0> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.

This Argyle Commercial Rewards Program is valid until June 2020.

2.

For Australian account customers only.

3.

Rewards can only be redeemed after account payment has been made.

4.

Your account must be within terms to be eligible for a reward.

5.

Only amounts spent over the last three month period can be redeemed.

6.

Rewards cannot be transferred or redeemed for cash.

7.

Rewards can only be despatched on the receipt of a completed reward redemption form.

8.

Argyle Commercial takes no responsibility if a reward is unavailable, but will endeavour to give a
similar item.

9.

Warranties, refunds or exchanges will only be in accordance with the individual supplier policies.

10. Argyle Commercial will not accept liability for any loss, damage or injury from the use of any
reward.

11. Argyle Commercial reserves the right to update and change product offers, and stop this program
atanytime.
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Spend above $2,500

Staples
Staples Foundry Oil and Vinegar
ECA47228

Smiths
Diamond Retractable Sharpener
YHDRET

1.

This beautiful high gloss porcelain set will keep your oil and
vinegar away from oxygen and light. and dust free. A long
metal pourer gives you the freedom to pour continuously or
drizzle. This attractive pairing is perfect for serving and is part
of the full Foundry range of cooking and kitchen ware.
Set includes:
• 1 x labelled vinegar boltle with pourer
• 1 x labelled oil boltle with pourer

Atka
ACIO Professional Folding Compass
XACIO

The Atka® AClO professional folding compass features:
Liquid encapsulated global needle. Clinometer. Magnifier.
Lock down sighting/signal mirror. Index line with movable
bezel. Luminous direction arrows and North needle. Ruler
and compass scale baseplate. Orienting symbol templates.
EastIWest declination scale. Meridian lines. Lanyard.
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Smith's Diamond Retractable Sharpener features an
unbreakable. diamond coated steel rod. which is specially
designed to sharpen all types of knives. including serrated.
Multiple layers of medium grit. monocrystallin diamonds
makes sharpening quick and easy. while still giving you that
razor sharp edge on your knives. tools. or hooks. The rod is
reversible and can be adjusted to variable lengths. It has a
sharpening groove for hooks and a shirt pocket slip for easy
storage. The unit is light. compact. and durable .

Swissmar

Alice Pepper MilllOcm

7'5196

Ceramic grinder - harder than steel. odourless. rust and
corrosion proof.
Multi-purpose mill- grinds pepper. sa~. dry herbs and
spices.
Fully adjustable grind settings for custom and consistent
output (coarse to fine with the simple turn of the knob) .
Easy to assemble and fill.

I /,,
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Swissmar

Alice Salt MiIIIOcm
7'5197

Ceramic grinder - harder than steel. odourless. rust and
corrosion proof.
Multi-purpose mill- grinds pepper. sa~. dry herbs and spices.
Fully adjustable grind settings for custom and consistent
output (coarse to fine with the simple turn of the knob).
Easy to assemble and fill.

Barossa
Barossa White Wine Glasses - Set of 4

BR4951

Barossa is a complete collection designed to fully satisfy the
most demanding restaurant managers. The modern lines
are ideal for elegant contemporary table settings and the
original double cone shape ensures adequate oxidation and
coherent perception of the aromatic components. The
technical characteristics of the Barossa line comply with the
most exacting requirements as to fUnctional and practical
use: the innovative material. Star Glass. contributes
brilliance and neutral colour: the exclusive and timeless XLT
treatment extends the resistance to use. impact and
washing in industrial dishwashers.
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Spend above $2,500
Vin
Vin Bouquet Bottle Aerator

Swissmar

Nostalgia 4 Piece Chocolate Fondue Mug Set
75696

13602

Take a little time out. just for you,light a candle and place it in
the opening under this fondue mugto melt your favourite
style of chocolate in the top or melt with care in the
microwave. Then dip your strawberries, dried fruit,lady
finger biscuits, marshmallows and more, into the molten
chocolate for few a moments of self indulgence! Clean up is
easy in the dishwasher.

Insert this clever and effective wine aerator into the neck of
your bottle of wine and pour directly into a glass or your
favourite decanter and enjoy the immediate benefits of
'breathing' your wine. Opening the aromatics and flavour of
your bottled wine by guiding it through a restricted section of
the pourer will reduce the fluid pressure before the flow
naturally opens out. exposing a larger surface exposed to the
air. An excellent gift for any wine drinker, make sure you also
keep at least one in your own bar.
Key Features:
• Decants and aerates wine
• Space saving
• Easy to use

Set Includes:
• 1 x fondue mug
• 2 x dipping forks
· lxcandle
Key Features:
• Quality glazed ceramic

Nitelze
Nite Ize Figure 9 carabiner small - black - 2
pack with ropes
XNC9S03TPOI
The Nite Ize Figure 9 Carabiner tightens, tensions. and
secures ropes without knots. Whether tethering a canoe to
your vehicle. anchoring boxes to a dolly, or bundling wood.
this carabiner secures large loads quickly and keeps tension
where you need it. Loop your rope through its strategically
designed prongs, pull it tight. and it stays that way.
A smart alternative to complicated cam-locking tensioning
devices and bungee cords, the Figure 9 Carabiner also
controls the release of high tension, avoiding sudden and
dangerous unloading.
Product Details:
· 2 Carabiners
·2 O.8metre lengths of 3.8mm cord.
• Three attachment methods for ultimate versatility

Peer Sorensen
Acacia Wood Slim Line Cutting Board

74524

Made from the richly grained dark wood of the acacia. this
cutting board makes a beautiful. enduring addition to the
kitchen .
It's construction makes it durable enough to withstand
heavy daily use.
Made of sustainable, richly grained, dark acacia wood.
prized for its density and hardness.
Each board will have its own characteristics and will differ
slightly than the others in colour and grain finish .

27 x 22.5 x 1.25cm

Bodum
Bodum Pavina O.OSL· Set of 2

4557-10

Cor·_At·,..,
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The PAVINA Double Wall Glasses keep hot drinks hot
without burning fingers and cold drinks cold without messy
condensation, making them the ideal vessels for every
beverage, from cocktails to cocoa. So you'll only need to buy
one type of glass for your home!
Features:
• Individually mouth-blown by expert artisans, BODUM's
proprietary Double Wall Glasses feature two walls of
borosilicate glass, creating a highly effective layer of
insulation
• Silicone valve at base allows for changes in pressure
• Also perfect for serving ice cream and soups
• Dishwasher. microwave safe, and oven safe (up to
350"F/176"C)

Nite Ize
Nite Ize Gear tie IS"· 2 Pack Black
XNGT182PKOI

Made of a sturdy. colorful rubber exterior with a strong
bendable wire interior, the Nite Ize 18" GearTie wraps. ties.
and organizes medium-sized cords, devices. and tools. in a
twist.

ARGYLE
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Spend above $5,000

Bodum
Bistro 0.35L Single Wall Set of 6
11239-10B

Bodum
Bistro 0.3L Set of 2
10604-10

Atka
Ultra Fast·Dry Towel Medium
XATFDLMM

6 pce Coffee mug set. single wall glass. 0.351

2 pcs mug set. double wall thermic. 0.31

Fast Dry Towel Medium' ModelXATFDLMN (Lime).
Size: Medium (71 x 86) cm. Weight: 150 g. Bestfor:
Backpacking. Camping. Travel. HairTravel

LED Lenser
NEO 4 Headlamp Blue
ZL500914

LED Lenser
P4
ZL8404

Bodum
Canteen 0.4L Set of 2
10110-10

P4 Blue Moon Rapid Focus

2 pcs glass set. double wall thermic. large. 0.41

n
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Bodum
Tea for One
K11l53-01

CWM
35cm Wall Clock White Glass Chrome Numbers
DG42153

Classic
Classic Armchair
FCC-PAC-B

Glass. double wall. 0.351. and tea strainer

40cm White wall clock with Red numbers and Hands

An affordable option with OZtraii features & quality.
Strong 17.5mm high-tensile steel silver frame. Drink
holder integrated into arm of chair. Rugged polyester
fabric. Comes in a carry bag

Classic
Junior Deluxe Armchair
FCC-DJC-B

Anywhere
Hammock Single
FHA-HS-A

Bodum
Pavina 0.35L Set of 2
4559·10

For the kids l Lightweight. strong design with safety
locking pin to help protect kids. Strong 14.5mm
high-tensile steel silver frame. Drink holder integrated
into arm of chair. Rugged polyesterfabric.

An easy to install hammock for one. no assembly
needed. Durable. soft·touch Cotton / Polyester blend
fabric. Compact carry bag

2 pcs glass set. double wall thermic. medium. 0.351
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Spend above $5,000

Motion
SOL Duffle Bag Black

Bodum
Canteen 0.2L Set of 2
10109-10

50L Duffle Bag Black

2 pes glass set. double wall thermic. medium
size. 0.2 I

Bodum
Pavina 0.2SL Set of 2
4558-10

Atka
Ultra Fast-Dry Towel Small
XATFDRDS

Atka
Ultra Fast-Dry Towel Extra Small
XATFDORXS

2 pcs glass set. double wall thermic. small. 0.251

FastOryTowel Small- Model XATFDS (Red) . Size:
small (40.6 x 71) cm . Weight: 75g. Best for: Hand
Towel. Sports. Workouts

Fast Dry Towel X-Small- Modle XATFDORXS
(Orange) . Size: small (40.6 x 71) cm . Weight: 75g. Best
for: Hand Towel. Sports. Workouts

Wiltshire
Wiltshire Chopping Board Gourmet
400 x 300 x 35mm

Wll58
Chopping Board Gourmet 400 x 300 x 35mm

Excalibur
Excalibur Tracker Clip Point Blade
32670

4.3" Clip Point Pocket Knife

Leatherman
Monarch 3
YLS01509

ANSI max luminous flux (1m): 16 ANSI max beam distance (m): 18 ANSI working time (h):
18 Impact resistance level: 1m pass Dust-proof & waterproof level (IPX): IPX4
Battery quantity & type: lxAM (included) Diameter: 0.6"ll.4cm Length: 3.1" I 79cm
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Spend above $7,500

Sunbeam

Sunbeam

Belle-aqua lL SIS Kettle
KE7110

Long Slot 4 Slice Toaster
TA4540

Compact & Lightweight Design. 1 litre capacity make
this kettle perfect for small spaces

Toast all your favourite breads with the wide and deep
toasting slots. The self-centring slots ensure all breads are
toasted evenly and can be removed easily with the high-lift
lever.

Sunbeam
Carveasy Pro

Muela Sporting Knives
Tactical 18
YM85180

EK6000

This sleek design houses a powerful carving motor,
ideal for carving meats or slicing through your
favourite breads.

Handle: 110 mm. Blade: 180 mm. Handle of Black Rubber and
GaldenZamak. Replacement. SheathYMF/85180

Sunbeam

Sunbeam

Pie Magic 2 Up
PM4210

Classic Skillet
SK4200P

TUrn leftovers or any pre-cooked filling into tasty pies
in around 5 minutes. Smaller size pies, perfect for in
between meals. snacks on the run, lunch boxes or

The perfect non-stick skillet to cook meals for one artwc.

The curved skillet vessel is designed to enable you to flip
pancakes and pikelets with ease. and the high domed
roaster lid converts it to an oven, allowing you to cook a
delicious rack of lamb.

desserts.

Leatherman

Johnnie Walker

Squirt PS4
YL831227

Black700mL
AJWBL

Length: 5.7 cm. Weight: 56 g. Blade Length: 4 cm.
Materials: Stainless Steel with Anodized Aluminium.
Handle Scales. Stainless Steel Body. Warranty: 25
Years. Tools & Blades. 420HC Knife. Spring-action
Needlenose. Pliers. Regular Pliers. Wire Cutters.
Scissors. Medium Screwdriver. FlaVPhillips.
Screwdriver. Wood/Metal File. Bottle Opener

Johnnie Walker Black Label is one of the worlds most popular
premium whiskies. :Johnnie Black' is aged for 12 years. which
mellows the aromas and flavours of this iconic spirit quite

magnificently. Smoother, more intense and a genuine pleasure
to have in your glass: Johnnie's 'Black' makes a fantastic gift for
anyone.

Anywhere

Anywhere

Hammock Double with Timber Rails

Hammock Chair

FHA-HDT-A

FHA-HCH-A

Timber rails give you more room to stretch out &

Simple to install hammock chair with comfy padded seat &
backrest. Easy to install. no assembly needed. Durable.
soft-touch Cotton / Fblyester blend fabric. Simple to install. all
you require is a sturdy point to hang from and you're ready to
relax. Padded seat and backrest plus a comfy head/neck
cushion. Solid timber armrests

relax. Easy to install. no assembty needed. Durable.
soft-touch Cotton / Fblyester blend fabric. Stable
head and foot timber rope guides

'-
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Spend above $7,500

LED Lenser
SE03

Festival 2

ZL6103

DTM2P-B

Lens: 3 x High End LEDs non-focusable (white) 1 x
High End LED (red).On/Off: Basic SLT: Power, Low
Power, Signal. Lumens: 90 Im*.Max Distance:
40m*.Max Run Time: 40 h**Battery: 3 x MA
alkaline Weight: 96 gWater Resistance:
IPX6.lncludes: 1x set of batteries, 1x washable
headband, carabiner

This Two Person Dome Features: Cross pole
construction providing quick set up, greater strength
and water shedding ability. An inner tent with large
mesh panels to keep the tent cool in hot climates.
Silver coated UVTex® 2000 fly reflects heat &
protects you from the elements. DryFloorTM heavy
duty PE bucket floor for extra waterproofness at
ground level. No-See-Um mesh in all windows keeps
all those biting insects at bay so you'll sleep better.
100% Polyester inner tent that keeps you cool & dry

leathennan

Atka
Ultra Fast-Dry Towel Large
XATFDRBL

Style PS

YL831491

Length: 7.6 em. Weight: 45 g. Materials: 100%
Stainless Steel Body. Glass-filled Nylon Handle Scale.
Warranty: 25 Years, Tools & Blades, Spring-action
Needlenose Pliers. Spring-action Regular Pliers.
Spring-action Wire Cutters. Scissors. FlaVPhillips
Screwdriver. Nail File. Tweezers. Carabiner/Bottle
Opener

Anywhere
Hammock - Double
FHA-HD-A

Durable double hammock in soft-touch fabric.
Easy to install. no assembly needed. Durable,
soft-touch Cotton / Polyester blend fabric.
Com pact carry bag

Festival

Fast Dry Towel Large - Model XATFDRBL (Royal Blue) . Size:
Large (86 x 147) em. Weight: 300 g. Best for: Swimming,
Beach, Bath, Yoga, Travel

Stanley Rogers
Pistol Grip Steak Knives 6 pee

CPl64

Pistol Grip Steak Knives 6 pee set

Breville
Aroma Style 12 Electronic Dripolator

BCM600

"Programable Drip Coffee Maker, that can be pre-programmed so you can wake to a fresh brew in the morning
Key Features
Pre-set timer
Stylish stainless steel design
Large 12 cu p capacity
LCD display
Multiple flow system for optimum coffee extraction
Removable mesh filter basket with removable filter holder
Non-drip valve system
External water gauge
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Spend above $10,000

Sunbeam

Family Banquet
FP5900P

Cooking forthe whole family or those unexpected dinner
guests has never been so easy. A super-sized and deep
rectangular frypan with a high domed roaster lid makes
cooking a breeze. Ideal for baking. basting. balling. frying and
roasting.

Wiltshire
5 pee Knife Block with Sharpener

41186

Sunbeam
Classic Banquet

FP5910

The Classic® Banquet rectangularfrypan is extremely
versatile. The extra deep vessel is ideal for the large meats
and roastforthewholefamily.

Sunbeam

Compact Cafe Press
GR8250B

Wiltshire 5 pce StaySharp Knife Block and Sharpener

Create your favourite cafe toasted sandwich at home with
the Sunbeam Compact Cafe Press®. Create two open
cheese melt snacks, or toasted thick sandwiches and wraps.
This is sure to satisfy any toastie craving and more.

Sunbeam

Sunbeam
Food Scales Stainless

SecretChef Electronic Slow Cooker 5.5L
HP5590

FS7800

Preparing a wholesome family meal has never been so easy.
As it's programmable, the Sunbeam Electronic Slow Cooker
allows you to simply add ingredients. program your cooking
time and monitor with the handy countdown timer. The
controlled slow cooking temperature tenderises and infuses
the food for optimum flavour. And theAuto Keep Warm
function ensures it switches to keep warm automatically so
you can be away from the kitchen. Ideal for 6-8 people. and
those who love leftovers.

Equipped with four high precision sensors and a large LCD
display the ultra slim stainless food scales will prove to be a
helpful assistant for every kitchen. The four high precision
sensors ensure ingredients are weighed accurately each
time and the Tare' function allows you to zero the weight of
any type of container to then consecutively weigh
ingredients individually. The LCD display shows
measurements as either gram or ounce measurements for
use with metric or imperial recipes.

Sunbeam

Glenfiddich
12 Year Old

Classic Superdeep
FP5610P

The Classic® Super Deep square frypan is extremely
versatile. with the lid off it is a frypan or with the lid on it is a
compact oven . Extra deep cooking vessel is ideal for large
roasts, stews and casseroles.

AGF12

After 12 years. this signature single malt by Glenfiddich - the
pioneer of the prestigious single malt category - offers a
distinctive fresh and fruity nose with a hint of pear followed
by a palate of butterscotch. cream, malt and a subtle oak
thanks to its long maturation in Oloroso sherry and bourbon
oak casks.
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Spend above $10,000

Johnnie Walker
Gold700mL

LED Lenser

AJWG

ZL501046

Johnnie Walker Gold Label is one of the world's most iconic
whiskies. Showing flavours of maple syrup. spices and malt
on the nose which is then followed by a dry smokiness and a
sweet creamy vanilla mouthfeel. The inherent richness
evolves on the finish with a raisiny. sweet sherry flavour.

P7

Lens: AFS Rapid Focus.On/Off: Dynamic Switch. Lumens:

320 Im*.Max Distance: 260 m*.Max Run Time:
50h**Battery: 4 x AAA.Length: 130 mmWeighl: 175

g.lncludes: Batteries,

LED Lenser
H7.2 Headlamp
ZL7297

Muela Sporting Knives
Defender 22 Bowie
YM95220

Lens: AFS Twist Focus ·90" tiltable.On/Off:
Programmable/Lockable Front Switch. SLT Back

Handle: l25 mm. Blade: 220 mm. Handle of Black Rubber
and Golden Zamak. Replacement Sheath YMF/95220

Switch.Lumens: 250 Im*.Max Distance: 160 m*.Max Run
Time: 60 h**Battery: 4 x AAAWater resistance: IPX4
RatingWeighl: 165 g.lnciudes: Peuch. Batteries

Rok
200w Palm Sander 240v
150-76-50258

. . . . . .'L """'.

~_~

Waeco
13L1cebox
WCI-13

13 L Capacity
Keeps Ice for up to 10 days. Extremely low heat absorption.
Lightweight. hygenic and easy to clean
Integrated feet and large diameter drain plug

Seamless UV stabilised construction.

LED Lenser
P6
ZL500921

Lens: AFS Rapid FocusDnlOff: Tail Switch.Lumens: 200

LED Lenser
P5
ZL500895

Lens: AFS Rapid FocusDn/Off: Tail Switch.Lumens: 140

Im*.Max Distance: 120 m*.Max.Run Time: 25 h**.Battery: 2 x

Im*.Max Distance: 120 m*.Max RUn Time: 5 h**.Battery: lx

AALength: 163 mmWeighl: 116 g.lncludes: Wrist strap.
Peuch

AALength: 113 mmWeighl: 79 g.lnciudes: Wrist strap.
Peuch
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Spend above $15,000
Saxon
70mm Traveller Scope
SAX-219201

Featuring a 70mm aperture and 400mm focal length. this

landviewingtravellingtelescope is your best friend for
camping trips. hikes. general purpose. Stored
conveniently in a compact padded bag pack,

Sunbeam
Foodsaver lock and Seal
VS4500

Featuring one-touch operation this is the ideal food storage
system for every kitchen

Chivas Regal
18 Year Old
ACR18

Sunbeam
Stickmaster Platinum
SM9000

Chivas Regal 18 Year Old has been created by using whiskies

The StickMaster® Platinum with a Soft Start function:

matured for at least 18 years which has resulted in this very

maximum power needs maximum control

,

special Whisky.

Sunbeam
Multiprocessor
LC6250

LED Lenser
H7R.2 Headlamp
ZL7298

The MultiProcessor™ has all the power and functions

Lens: AFS Twist Focus -90 0 tiltable.on/Off:
Programmable/Lockable Front Switch. SLT Back

needed to make food preparation easy. 5 Speeds Plus Pulse.

Switch.Lumens: 250 Im*.Max Distance: 160 m*.Max Run
Time: 60 h** .Battery: 4 x AMWater resistance: IPX4
RatingWeighl: 165 g.lnciudes:Rechargeable Batteries. USB
power supply adapter. USB charging cable

LED Lenser

Pl7
ZLS00903

Lens: AFS Rapid Focus.On/Off: Dynamic Switch. Lumens: 460 Im*.Max Distance: 420 m*.Max Run Time: 300 h**.Battery: 3x D.Length:
306 mmWeighl: 773 g
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Spend above $15,000

LED Lenser
P5R
ZL500897

Lens: AFS Rapid Lock Focus.onlOff: Basic SLTTail
Switch.Lumens: 270 Im*.Max Distance: 240 m*.Max Run
Time: 12 h-.Battery: 14500 Lithium lon.Charging
Options: Floating Charge System .(Car adaptor also
available separatety ZL 0380).Length: 117 mmWeighl: 75
g.lncludes: Ix 14500 Lithium Ion battery.Charging
station. Intelligent Clip. Wrist strap

Martell
Medallion VSOP Cognac 700mL
AMVM

Sunbeam

Multiblender Square
PB7650

The MultiBlender™ Platinum makes pureeing ingredients
for delicious soups, crushing ice for cocktails or blending
ingredients for healthy smoothies all effortless tasks

Sunbeam

Cafe Grill - Brushed 4 Slice
GRB450B

Martell VSOP is the connoisseur's choice. A complex and
smooth Cognac made from carefully blended mature
"eaux-de-vie" from the four finest growth areas of the Cognac
region .

Create your favourite cafe toasted sandwich at home with
the Sunbeam Cafe Press®. Create up to four open cheese
melt snacks, or toasted thick sandwiches and wraps.

Saxon

Rok
lBSmm Circular Saw 240v
150-76-50088

Saxon Traveller 10 x 25 Compact Binoculars
SAX-I40009

Whether you're savouring the views of lush rainforest scenery
in Australia; watching a pride of African lions play in Tanzania;
or soaking in the New York skyline in America.

LED Lenser
P14
ZL500901

Lens: AFS Rapid Focus.onlOff: Dynamic Tail Switch.Lumens:
350 Im*.Max Distance: 270 m*.Max Run Time: 40
h**.Battery: 4 x AA.Length: 297 mmWeighl: 350
g.lncludes.Batteries. Wrist Strap. Safety Pouch

Saxon
Science Smart Biological Microscope

SAX-SL-BL-311001

The Saxon ScienceSmart Biological Microscope SL-BL is
equipped with 40x.100x and 400x Magnification. To ensure
optimum quality and brightness, this microscope is
illuminated. A locked in Eyepiece completes this kit to give
lOx Magnification. This Microscope is Ideal for observing
cells, science experiments and fUn for kids.
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Spend above $20,000

Waeco
42L1cebox
CI-42

Sunbeam
BBQ Kettle
HG5400

42 L Capacity
Keeps Ice for up to 10 days. Extremely low heat absorption.
Lightweight. hygenic and easy to clean
Integrated feet and large diameter drain plug

The smells and tastes of BBQ food can't be beaten .This
electric BBQ oven allows you to cook all your favourite
barbecue meals to perfection. With a high domed

Seamless UV stabilised construction

BBQ Oven has the power and ease to make barbecuing your
faVOUrite way to cook . The compact sizing makes it perfect

kettle-style lid for convection cooking, the compact Kettle

for small balconies and those with limited space.

Rok
Chainsaw 300mm 25cc

Rok
Chainsaw 400mm 45cc

150-76-50272

150-76-50237

Sunbeam
Ellise Stainless Frypan

Gannin
vivofit 4 Black

FP8950

010-01847-03

The Ellise® Stainless Steel Banquet is designed with 15 heat

Fitness Band That Moves at the Pace of Your Life.
Learns your activity level and assigns a personalised daily
goal.

settings. a cast-in butterfly element and insultating base for
superior heat control and even heat distribution. Cook then

serve at the table all in the one elegant dish.

"\1

-

II

-

Displays steps, calories, distance: monitors sleep.
Pairs with heart rate monitor} for fitness activities.
1+ year battery life: water-resistant 2 .
Save, plan and share progress at Garmin ConnectTM
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Spend above $20,000
Garrnin
eTrexl0
010-00970-00

Skyseeker
Telescope 4O-100x60mm
XCJCI000

Rugged Handheld GPS with Enhanced Capabilities.
Worldwide basemap. 2.2" monochrome display, easy to read
in any light GPS and GLONASS satellites for faster
positioning. Paperless geocaching. 25-hour battery life with 2
AAbatteries

An excellent full-size telescope for beginners. SkySeeker
offers great value and strong magnification planetary and
lUnar observation. Design: Refractor .Aperture: 60 mm
Focal Length: 800 mm Focal Ratio: f/13 .Magnification: 40100x .Resolving Rower: 1.9 Eyepieces: Huyghens 20.
Huyghens 8 Finderscope: 5x24mm Tripod I Mount:
Aluminium I Altazimuth Weight: 3.2 kg

Johnnie Walker
Platinum label 750mL
AJWP

Leatherman
Skeletool CX
YL830958

Johnnie Walker Platinum Label is a rich and contemporary
blended Scotch Whisky inspired by the Walker family's
tradition of crafting 'private blends' for directors of its
company and for special occasions. The Master Blender has
crafted a contemporary 18 year old Scotch Whisky fortoday's
sophisticated consumer and is rich and refined - a symbol of
style that rewards those who take the time to savour it The
trademark Johnnie Walker smokiness is entrenched in this
whisky that strongly embodies the sweet and elegant
Speyside style.

Length: 10 cm. Weight: 142 g. Materials: 100% Stainless
Steel Body with DLC Coating. Carbon Fiber Handle Insert
Warranty:25 Years. Bits Tools & Blades. Phillips #1 & #2.
Screwdriver 3/16"1/4': Needlenose Pliers. Regular Pliers.
Wire Cutters Hard-wire Cutters. 154CM Knife. Carabiner Clip
I Bottle Opener. Bit Driver. Removable Rocket Clip

Bohemia
Sienna Hi-ball Tumbler 320mL set of 6
163.028

Leatherman
Supertool 300
YL831148

Sienna OfTumbler
Set of 6 glasses
320mL

Supertool® 300 - Model YL 831148 (Nylon sheath). Length:
11.5 cm. Weight: 355 g. Materials: 100% Stainless Steel.
Warranty: 25 Years. Tools & Blades. Needlenose Pliers ..
Regular Pliers. Wire Cutters. Hard-Wire Cutters.
StrandedWire Cutters. Electrical Crimper. 420HC Knife.
420HC Serrated Knife. Wood/Metal File. Saw. 5/16"
Screwdriver. 7/32" Screwdriver. lI8" Screwdriver. Phillips
Screwdriver. Awl wITh read Loop. Ruler (9 incheS/22 cm).
Bottle Opener. Can Opener. Wire Stripper. Lanyard Ring

Muela Sporting Knives
Bowie 18 Coral Wood Handle
YMBW18

Handle: 125 mm. Blade: 180 mm. Pressed Coral Wood Handle and Brass Rommel and Hand guard . Replacement Sheath
YMF/BW18
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Johnnie Walker

Blue700mL
AJWB

Johnnie Walker Blue Label is the pinnacle of the
Johnnie Walker Whisky stable. Created to reflect the
the style of whiskies of the early 19th century, it is
created using the rarest casks in House of Walker. the
largest in the world. The casks are hand selected and
set aside fortheirexceptional quality, character and
flavourwhile retaining the signature smokiness of

Sunbeam
Duos Electronic Sous Vide and Slow Cooker

MU4000

A Sous Vide and a Slow Cooker in one. The Sunbeam Duos

™ has a domestic 5.5 litre capacity, is incredibly easy to use
and is designed with electronic temperature control and
countdown timer. Effortlessly create tender, succulent
meals using the sous vide setting. or traditional soups and
casseroles using the slow cooker setting.

Johnnie Walker whiskies.

Earth Planet
Speedy Black Hole 2 man tent
SPE2MTBH

2 man Speedy Tent®, Australia's original pop up tent,
uses SpeedyFlex resin poles which make them
stronger and more malleable than their competition.

allowing folding up to be as being erected. The Speedy
Tent® now comes in 5 different versions catering to

different campers. with different needs. 2 year

Chivas Regal
21 Year Old royal Salute
ACR21

The Chivas Brothers have a long and esteemed history in the
art of blending rare Scotch whisky. This expertise is on display
here with the Royal Salute 21 Year Old. Beginning where others
end, the21 Year Old is a complex Scotch, ranging from lemon
and tea to chocolate and coconut. Available in the now famous
porcelain bottle

warranty!

Waeco
15LCooifun
TB-15G

Garrnin

LED Indicators fa cooling/heating fUnction and battery

5.0" display
Maps of Australia and New Zealand, plus lifetime l map
updates.
Lane assist with junction view.
Displays speed limit. current speed and accurate
arrival time.
Easily find addresses and thousands of points of
interest.
Spoken turn-by-turn directions.

monitor. Can be switched to cold or warm

Quick and safe fastening inside the vehicle with the seat belt
on the front passenger and rear seat. Extendable fastening
rail to avoid tilting in case of a sudden stop
Active battery security
Ccolingcapacity up to 20C below the ambient
temperature, heating capacity up to 55C
Serves as an armrest for extra comfort when fitted on the
rear seat

Leatherman

Surge
YL830165

Length: 11.5 cm. Weight: 335 g. Materials: 100%
Stainless Steel. MOLLE Sheath. Warranty: 25 Years.
Tools & Blades Bits. Diamond-coated File. Blade
Exchanger. Large Bit Driver. Large Screwdriver. Small
Screwdriver. Awl wi Thread Loop. Ruler (8 in 119 cm).
Bottle Opener. Can Opener. Wire Stripper. Needlenose
Pliers. Regular Pliers. 154CM Replaceable Wire
Cutters. 154CM Replaceable Hard-wire Cutters.
Stranded-wire Cutters. Electrical Crimper. 420HC
Knife. 420HC Serrated Knife.

Drive 51LM 5.0 Inch Car GPS
010-01678-41

LED Lenser
H14R.2 Headlamp
ZLn99R

H14.2 Rechargable Headlamp
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Sunbeam
Planetary Mixmaster

Gannin
Forerunner 35 Black

MX7900

010-01689-00

Planetary mixing action ensures cakes are well mixed. egg
whites are whisked to perfection and dough is kneaded
perfectly for pizza or bread

Easy-la-use GPS RunningWatch with Heart Rate.
Tracks distance. pace, heart rate 1 and calories.
Activity tracking counts steps and calories and reminds you
when it's time to move.
Compatible with foot pod 2 for recording distance indoors.
Up to 8 hours of battery life with GPS on or 5 weeks in
watch/activity tracking mode.
Save. plan and share your activities at Garmin Connect™

Sunbeam
Mini Barista Espresso Machine

EM4300

Sunbeam

Kettle King
HG6600B

The Cafe Crema® 1115 BAR Pump espresso machine will
help you create the perfect serve of espresso at home using a
combination of two essential elements: the required pressure
and precise temperature

Whether it be a typical meat barbecue of sizzling steaks and
sausages or a seafood banquet of prawns and fish. the
2400W Kettle King® BBQ guarantees ease and power
without comprising on the flavour and taste of the traditional
barbecue Australians demand. Use the domed kettle lid and
convert the electric BBQ to a convection oven for succulent
roasts to delicious desserts. With SuperSearTM capabilities
and the ease of commercial quality Teflon® Platinum
Premium™ non-stick grill coating for excellent durability.

Rok
ROK Tool Set 18V Drill, 240v Palm Sander, 240v

Gannin

185mm Circular Saw

Drive 61LM 6.1 inch Car GPS
010-01679-41

7.0·· dual-orientation display.
Detailed maps of Australia and New Zealand with free
lifetime 1 updates.
Garmin Real Directions.
Free Iifetime 2 traffic alerts.
Voice-activated navigation. Bluetooth and Smartphone Link
compatible
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Waeco
14L 121241240 Cooler
TC-14FL

Earth Planet
Speedy 3
SPE3MT

Cooler
14 Litre capacity
Weighs5kg
12124 and 240v

3 man Speedy Tent®, Australia's original pop up tent. uses
SpeedyFlex resin poles which make them stronger and
more malleable than their competition, allowing folding up
to be as being erected . The Speedy Tent® now comes in 5
different versions catering to different campers, with
different needs. 2 yearwarranty!

Bohemia

Skyrunner
Telescope 14-116x70mm
XCSV-350

Quadro Decanter and 6 Tumblers

Quadro crystal decanter and 6 glass set

Featuring a wide-angle, short-tube design. SkyRunner is
designed for portabilITY and ruggedness. It yields a wide field
of view and high magnification, and is suitable for terrestrial
or astronomical observation. Design: Short Tube Wide Angle
Refractor. Aperture: 70 mm. Focal Length: 350 mm . Focal
Ratio: f/5 . Magnification: 14x -117x. Resolving Flower: 1.7.
Eyepieces: Kellner 25, Kellner 6. Finderscope: 8x21 mm.
Tripod I Mount: Tabletop I Mazimuth . Accessories: 2x
Barlow Lens, . Nylon. Carrying Case. Weight: 3.1 kg

Leatherman
Charge Plus
YL832516

Saxon
Newtonian Reflector Telescope

Every tool on the ultra-useful Charge Plus makes it

The path to astrononmy is a deep and long one and taking
the first step may be intimidating, so Saxon decided to make
the Saxon F767 AZ Newtonian Reflector Telescope to ease
your fears and take you on an extra journey of personal
astronomical discoveries! As a telescope that comes with a
tnpod. filter, eypieces and the right optical elements. it as all
the tool as budding astronomer needs!
Packed with a 76mm aperture, 700mm focal length, this is a
basic reflector using a Newtonian mirror system. This
optical system means your views are free of chromatic
aberration and is less expensive to make for any given
objective diameter than comparable quality scopes of other
systems.
Together with this scope you also get an aluminium tripod.

adventure-worthy. The scissors slice through anything. the

wire cutters are made in a durable material and are
replaceable, and the knife blade is made in a strong.
corrosion-resistant 154CM steel. Need an extra hand? No
problem. Every tool can be opened and locked with just one
hand .
CLOSED LENGTH 4 in 110 cm
WEIGHT 8.3 oz 1235 g
PRIMARY BLADE LENGTH 2.9 in 17.37 cm

SAX-767AZ-224101
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GoPro
Hero 7 Action Camera White
GPCHDHB601

Weber
QI000 Weber BabYQ Portable Gas BBQ
50060224

Share your world with the GoPro Hero Camera, which offers
gorgeous 1080p30 and 720p60 video recording, diverse
photo capturing and is waterproof up to 10m. making it a
valuable addition to the GoPro family.

Q1000 Weber BabyQ Portable Gas BBQ

Waeco
111L Icebox
CI-110

Waeco
86L Icebox with Wheels
CI-85W

111 L Capacity
Keeps Ice for up to 10 days. Extremely low heat absorption.
Lightweight. hygenic and easy to clean
Integrated feet and large diameter drain plug

85 L Capacity
Keeps Ice for up to 10 days. Extremely low heat absorption.
Lightweight. hygenic and easy to clean
Integrated feet and large diameter drain plug

Seamless UV stabilised construction .

Seamless UV stabilised construction

Integrated Wheels and Handle for easy transport.

Waeco
21L 121241240 Cooler
TC-21FL

Earth Planet
Speedy 4
SPE4MT

Solid polyurethane foam insulation

4 man Speedy Tent®, Australia's original pop up tent. uses
SpeedyFlex resin poles which make them stronger and
more malleable than their competition, allowing folding up
to be as being erected . The Speedy Tent® now comes in 5

TC electronics. 7-stage electronic thermostat with robust

soft-touch keypad
Internal fan is switched off with micro switch when the unit is

opened
Plug straight into main power or cigarette lighter

different versions catering to different campers, with
different needs. 2 yearwarranty!

Warranty: 1year Solid polyurethane foam insulation

Leatherman
MUT
YL850022N

Bose
Sound Touch 10 Wireless Music System Speaker

Length: l2.7 cm. Blade Length: 7.6 cm. Weight: 318 g.
Materials: 100% Stainless Steel. MOLLE Sheath. Warranty:
25 Years. Bits Tools & Blades. Phillips #1-2. Phillips 3/16.
Phillips #2. Phillips 114 Screwdriver. Torx #15. Hex 7/64.
420HC Combo Knife. Needlenose Pliers. Regular Pliers.
154CM Replaceable Wire Cutters. 154CM Replaceable.
Hard-wire Cutters. Stranded Wire Cutters. Saw. Hammer.
Replaceable Cutting Hook. Bo~ Override Tool. Replaceable
Firearm Disassembly Punch. Replaceable Carbon Scraper.
Cleaning Rod/Brush. Adapters. Carabiner Clip. Bottle Opener.
Large Bit Driver. 3/8" x 112" Wrench

Want to fit a lot of sound into any room? Choose the
SoundTouch® 10 wireless speaker. It's small enough to fit
just about anywhere, with full. rich sound that belies its size.
With instant. easy access to your music. it's the perfect
companion to fit any occasion. And it couldn't be easierto
use. To stream a world of music, just install the free
SoundTouch® app on your device.
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Makita
18V Mobile 2 pee combo Drill 3.0ah Kit
DLX2131X

Garrnin

dezl 580LMT-S
010-01858-42

Designed with the truck drwer in mind 5.0·· display
Extra loud speaker Features truck speed limits and truck specific routes
Preloaded with Australian and New Zealand maps Lifetime Traffic - subscription free
Bluetooth phone compatibleDesigned with the truck driver in mind
5.0" display Extra loud speaker Features truck speed limits and truck specific routes
Preloaded with Australian and New Zealand maps Lifetime Traffic - subscription free
Bluetooth phone compatible

Waeco

35L 121241240 Cooler
TC-35FL

35 Litre Capacity
Solid polyurethane foam insulation
TC electronics, 7-stage electronic thermostat with robust soft-touch keypad
Internal fan is switched off with micro switch when the unit is opened
Plug straight into main power or cigarette lighter
Warranty: 1year

Sunbeam

Cafe Series Food Processor
LC9000

Save time preparing. chopping. slicing or grating. with this kitchen helper

Weber
57cm Original One Touch Kettle
K1341524

57cm Original One Touch Kettle
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Garmin

Oregon 700
DLX2131X010-01672-0l

More Features and a Tough, Bright Touchscreen.
3" sunlight-readable touchscreen display with dual orientation.
3-axis compass with accelerometer and barometric altimeter sensors.
Worldwide basemap with shaded relief.
Dual battery - 2 AA batteries or optional rechargeable internal NiMH pack

Waeco
10.5L 121240v Fridge/Freezer

eFll
Fridge/Freezer
10.5 Litre capacity
Weighs 8.8kg

12124v

Weber
Q2000 Weber Q Portable Gas BBQ
53060024

Q200 Weber Q Fbrtable Gas BBQ

Saxon
Novo Refractor Telescope

SAX-909EQ2-212101

Hey aspiring astronomers. if you have been looking for a optical tube to get some quality sky viewing. the Saxon Novo 909EQ
RefractorTelescope might just be the perfect robust scope you've been looking for! The generous 90mm aperture on the 909EQ
means this scope boast more light gathering power than most beginner telescopes. In fact. it is has 112% more light gathering ability
than scopes at a 70mm diameter - which means you see brighter and better contrast images.
You also get lOmm and 25mm eyepieces with the Saxon Novo 909EQ RefractorTelescope so you can vary your viewing
magnifications. Ideal for high-power study of the moon and planets. Since this scope sits on an equatorial mount. we do not
recommend it for land viewing.
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Garrnin
fenix 5 Slate Gray

Gannin
Oregon 750

010-01688-00

010-01672-35

Full Featured TrainingWatch for Multisport Athletes.
Tracks distance. pace and heart rate l ,
Calculates recovery time and V02 max estimate (when used
with a heart rate monitorl ).
HRM-Run™ monitorl adds data for cadence. ground contact

More Features, More Satellite Power.
3" sunlight-readable touchscreen display with dual
orientation.
8 MP autofocus camera with LED flash/torch .
Worldwide basemap with shaded relief.

time and vertical oscillation.

3-axis compass with accelerometer and barometric
altimeter sensors.

Connected features 2 , including uploads to Garmin Connect™
and 8aseCampTM for live tracking and sharing.
High-sensitivity GPS positioning, 3-axis compass with

Dual battery - 2 M batteries or included rechargeable
internal NiMH pack

altimeter and barometer

Weber
Performer Kettle Silver

Gannin
dezl785LMT-S

K1401524

010-01856-20

Performer Kettle Silver

Designed with the truck driver in mind

See more - 7.0" display
Extra loud speaker
Features truck speed limits and truck specific routes

Multi stop planning
Preloaded with Australian and New Zealand maps
Lifetime Traffic - subscription free

Bluetooth phone compatible

Suunto
Suunto Core - Brushed Steel

SS020339000

Ittakes extreme focus, passion and determination to reach
the top - with an unswerving commitment to quality and
attention to detail. Suunto Core is the essential outdoor
watch. Authentic craftmanship like no other, born from a
lifetime spent in the outdoors. Encased in natural stainless
steel. the minimalist design of the Suunto Core Brushed Steel
is both extremely robust yet also refined . Features altimeter
with altitude log memory and altitude difference
measurement. barometer with storm alarm and weather
trend indicator. automatic Alti / Baro switch. compass with
semi automatic calibration and a digital bearing, rotating
bezel. depth meter, multiple watch, date and alarm functions
with dual time and countdown timer,

Waeco
18L Fridge/Freezer
CF18

Fridge/Freezer

18 Litre capacity
Weighs 11.5 kg
12124v

LED Lenser

X21.2
ZL9421

Lens: 7 x AFS Rapid Focus.OnlOff: Dynamic Switch.Lumens: 1600 Im·.Max Distance: 600 m·.Max Run Time:
WOh"Battery: 4x D CeII.Length: 395 mmWeight: 1400 g.lncludes: Batteries. Shoulder Strap
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Weber
Spirit II E320 LPG Black
K45012224
Get ready to step up your barbecuing experience with the Spirit II E-320. As the
family sits down for dinner, or a couple of friends come over for a bite - this three
burner barbecue will do its magic. With the spacious cooking area you can sear

steaks on one side while cooking an appetiser on the other, and the convenient open
cart allows you to keep your tools and equipment within reach .

Gasmate
Stainless Steel Deluxe Pizza Oven

POlIO
THE ORIGINAL AND THE BEST Heats up and ready to go in under 10 minutes. Use to cook
a variety of food - from cooking pizzas with a delicious wood fired flavour to a beautifully
cooked roast dinner. Cooks up to 3 pizzas at a time. Deluxe stainless steel outdoor oven
features practical oven light. Convenient electronic ignition. Includes wood chip smoker box
for extra flavor. Large viewing window and temperature gauge. Poweriul21MJ/h stainless
steel burner. Easy clean vitreous enamel interior. Cool touch heat resistant handle. Includes
food safe ceramic pizza stone. AGA certified . Propane gas. Certified for conversion to
natural gas

Weber
Q3100 Weber Family Q Gas BBQ
56060124

Q305 Weber Family Q Gas BBQ

Weber
Performer Kettle Gold
1<1431524

Performer Keltle Gold

Waeco

37L Fridge/Freezer incl insulated Cover
CF40 Pack

Fridge/Freezer

37 Litre capacity
Weighs 17 kg
12124 and 240v
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Gasmate

Specialist Deluxe Series II 4 Burner BBQ
R SIT-BQB342
Satin enamel cast iron grill and reversible hotplate. Cast iron burners with individual
controls. Stylish stainless steel fascia. "Sure-fire" Rotary pieza ignition for easy
lighting. Warming rack. Steel flame tamer for controlled heat distribution. Locking
castors. Complete with hose and regulator. All models are certified for Natural Gas
conversion

Delonghi

54 Bottle Single Zone Wine Cabinet
DEWC54S

Dual Zone wine cabinet allows for independent temperature settings for both upper and
lower zones to cool and store different types of wine. Maximum bottle capacity 46 (based
on classic 750ml Bordeaux style bottle). Stainless steel bevelled door frame .Adjustable
door hinge for reversing door .Adjustable temperature setting ranging from 5 -18°C Triple
glazed, UVtinted tempered glass door. Electronic lockable control panel with LCD display.
Telescopic shelves with ball bearing runners. 6 sturdy beech wood shelves with mould
resistant coating. Humidity level maintained between 55 - 75%. Internal Blue LE D lighting.
Adjustable levelling legs. Vibration absorption pads.

Karcher
K 7 Premium Fe Plus Car and Home Pressure Cleaner

13171350

••

Karcher K7 pressure cleaner for all your outside cleaning needs. High performance
cleaning hard surfaces and cars
· 2300psi,2.2KW
-Quick connect gun, varia power nozzle
-10m rubber hose on reel
• Tracer 450 for cleaning hard surfaces and car kit
• Top performance from a premium machine

Gasmate
Horizon 4 Burner

BQB4Dl

• Deluxe BBQ featuring vitreous enamel body and stainless steel fascia
• Stainless steel hood includes glass window and temperature gauge
• Stylish cabinet with stainless steel doors
• Electronic ignition
• Stainless steel tube burners
• Vitreous enamel cast iron grill and reversible hotplate
• Operates on Unviersal LPG
• Gas certified to Australian Standards

Makita

18v Mobile 6 pee Combo 3.0ah Kit
DLX6034
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Delonghi
PrimaDonna S Eva Fully Automatic Coffee Machine

ECAM51055M
Skip the lines at the Cafe for the DeLonghi PrimaDonnaXS Deluxe Fully Automatic
Coffee Machine, which features an Instant Frothing Device. a hot water/steam spout
for manual frothing. a removable 600mL milk jug and the ability to choose between
automatic cappuccino, cafe latte, flat white and frothed milk. One Touch Cafe. The
Automatic Cappuccino system lets your prepare tasty Cappuccino, Flat White, Latte

and frothed milk, with 5 seperate milk buttons for ease of use. The large control panel
provides a highly visible four line text display. Grind On.

Gasmate
Specialist Deluxe Series II 6 Burner BBQ
R SIT-BQ8362

,. J

Satin enamel cast iron grill and reversible hotplate. Cast iron burners with individual
controls. Stylish stainless steel fascia. "Sure-fire" Rotary pieza ignition for easy lighting.
Warming rack. Steel flame tamerforcontrolled heat distribution. Locking castors.
Complete with hose and regulator. All models are certified for Natural Gas conversion

Delonghi
Eletta Fully Automatic Coffee Machine
ECAM45760W

Enjoy barista quality coffee at the touch of a button with the DeLonghi Eletta
Automatic Coffee Machine, which features an innovative 'Latte Crema' for creamy,
dense milk froth and 'My Milk' function for personalised coffee. Key Features.
Whether you drink a flat white, a latte or a cappuccino, great tasting coffee is
available at the touch of a button with Delonghi 's Milk Menu. Delonghi's auto-clean
system means you can simply put the milk carafe back in the fridge after use.
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